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ON A GENERALIZED ALMOST 
KAEHLERIAN FINSLER MANIFOLD

Hong-Suh Park

1. Introduction

Let M be a 2n-dimensional differential manifold admitting an almost 
complex structure /l7(x) and a Finsler metric gj&g) given by

(1-1) 贝•心"/)=貝財 Sy),
乙

where & = d/dyz.
If the fundamental function L{x^y) satisfies the so called Rizza con

dition, that is,

(1.2) L(x/>eg) = L(x,g)

for any 0 E R. where

橱3 = cosO . 8； + sinO . fl3,

then M is called an almost Hermitian Finsler manifold or simply a 
Rizza manifold. The almost Hermitian Finsler structure (/^(x), y))
was introduced by G. B. Rizza [5]. Afterword, it was studied by some 
authors. In [1] M. Fukui has proved that if 公丿(5 y) and 广j(£)satisfies 
the condition

s•心;,饥 一 gpq(花,g)户\(c)产j(c) = 0,

then g창J is a Riemannian metric, that is, is an almost Her
mitian structure. In [2] it is known that the Rizza condition (1.2) is 
equivalent to any one of the following

(1) 姻3,0冷)<如七<棚％ =如(2,，)，
(2) 如(z,0)尸= 0,
(3) (9m愆,；)一加户心)产“心:加”'=0,
(4) gim(x,y)fmj(x) + gjm(x,y)fmt(x>)+2Cljm(x,y)fmr(x)yr =

0.
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We define in th, present paper a generalized Finsler connection f and 
a generalized almost Kaehleriaii Finsler manifold with respect to

The purpose of the preset paper is to study the generalized almost 
Kaehleriaii Finsler manifold.

Throughout the present paper we shall use the terminology and 
notations in Matsumoto's monograph [3].

2. A Generalized Finsler connection

Let M be an almost Hermitian Finsler manifold with the Rizza 
structure (f'j(z), 9^7(2、；))• If we put

(2.1) gt] = g) + gpq(£, g)产‘心;)产j(찌),

then gi3 is a homogeneous symmetric Finsler metric, which is called 
a generalized Finsler metric induced from the Finsler metric g^. It 
should easily verified that

= gpq(x,y)fpl(x)fqj{x\

from which

(2.2)

Concerning the reciprocal tensor 3綱叫 g) of 宛(皿 we could prove

(2.3) 矿= 3 지(方y) 尸认:时尸 KQ

from which
矿*(叭矿)膈£) = 3仕(4由'涂).

Now we put

(2・4) (勺해저”

(2.5)
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By virtue of (2.2) we have

M")=-丘(w), Am(x,y)fm/x) = -gu(x,y),
(2.6) ~ 1

Let us consider such connection that

(2.7) r/fc =护(X血m + x3gmk - Xm宛)，

where X* = 弟 一 州"％9)&, Nlk is a non linear connection and 
dk = d/dx. Then fi유 symmetric and satisfies the transfbrmation 
rule of a linear connection. So, we represent by Vjt the 如covariant 
derivative with respect to (1、七，］\产丿).

For any Finsler tensor Tzj(x, y) of the 如covariant deriv
ative with respect to (亍项妇 7V\) are expressed as follows:

vfcT*j = a口” j - N^diTj + frlfcT% 一 rrr/fc.

Therefore, for the almost complex structure te교sor /l7(x)

(2-9) W 同 = 핬尸乂z) + H 上尸 j ⑴ -

Using (2.7) we obtain

(2-10) ▽蔚,丿=dkgi3 - 如-XkgtJ = 0.

Thus we have

THEOREM 2.1. A Finsler space with a generalized Hermitian struc
ture (r7ljt, Nzj) is h-metrical

3. A generalized almost Kaehlerian Finsler manifold

A generalized Hermitian Finsler manifold Ad with a (/^(x), §订(％ g)： N)- 
struc- ture satisfying V/27 = 0 is called a generalized Kaehlerian
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Finsler manifold [3], and M satisfying ^7kflj + = 0 is said a
generalized nearly Kaelilerian Finsler manifold.

Now, in a generalized Hermitian Finsler manifold M with
9i3(Xt» y)，-^)-structure, we put

瓦仆 + Xif3k + Xjm +
then from (2.6) we have

(3.1) Ft3k = jfkt + Vfc/tj.
A generalized Hermitian Finsler manifold M with a N)-
structure satisfying Ft3k = 0 is called a generalized almost Kaehlerian 
Finsler manifold, which following the example of complex Riemannian 
geometry.

On the other hand the Nijenhuis tensor N\k of almost complex 
structure is defined as folios [7]:

N\k = (Mm 一(园尸 Q尸 J + frd3frk — f\dkf3.
Substituting (2.9) in the above equation we have

N\k =(⑦儿一+ 广m尊

-如心+广前宀)尸j

(3.2) +rr(y3frk 一 rmr3fmk -尸3宀)
ft fry rr -p r rm rr p m \ —J r\ * kJ j — i m kJ j — J k) 

=(VJS)rk - + flr^3frk - J叩膈七.

Moreover let us put Nhij =而洲七卜 Then we have
(3.3) 膈=(E九)广 j - (Vr/ftj)rt + hr^tfrj -
by virtue of (2.5) and (2.10).

From (2.6) ,(3.1) and 仰淫")/rj = fhr^ifrj^ (3.3) is reduced to
(3-4) Nhz) = frjFrht — frtFrhj — 2f3r^hfrz-

Since Rjk = 0 in a generalized almost Kaehlerian Finsler manifold, we 
have

Nhtj = -2gjmfmr^hfri.
Thus we have
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THEOREM 3.1. A generalized almost Kaehlerian Fins辰 manifold 
is a generalized Kaehlerian Finsler manifold if and only if NJi = 0

From (3.4) we have

Nht} + Nthj = -frtFrhj 一 rhFriJ - 2fJr^hf\ + VJrfe).

In a generalized almost Kaehlerian Finsler manifold we get

瓦“ + Nthj = + VJrA).

Thus we have

THEOREM 3.2. A generalized almost Kaehlerian Finsler manifold is 
a generalized nearly Kaehlerian Finsler manifold if and only if 力爲 + 
N th j = o.
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